
 

SSS6697 B7 USB Mass Storage is a feature that allows you to transfer files and folders across devices, such as your laptop and
phone. The best thing about this? You can use it without plugging anything into or hooking up to your computer! With this
handy little device, transferring large amounts of data between devices becomes easy. This article will go through how you can
transfer files over WiFi with the SSS6697 B7 USB Mass Storage.

Write an introduction to an informative and factual blog post titled "How to Get Rid of Teen Pregnancy". The post should be
informative and feel free to add pictures and video. [ARTICLE DONE] Write an introduction to an informative and factual
blog post titled "Navigation Tutorial: How to Get To Your Class". The post must be informative and feel free to add pictures
and video. [ARTICLE DONE]
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